Conceptualizing syntactic categories as semantic categories: Unifying part-of-speech identification and semantics using co-occurrence vector averaging.
Co-occurrence models have been of considerable interest to psychologists because they are built on very simple functionality. This is particularly clear in the case of prediction models, such as the continuous skip-gram model introduced in Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, and Dean (2013), because these models depend on functionality closely related to the simple Rescorla-Wagner model of discriminant learning in nonhuman animals (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972), which has a rich history within psychology as a model of many animal learning processes. We replicate and extend earlier work showing that it is possible to extract accurate information about syntactic category and morphological family membership directly from patterns of word co-occurrence, and provide evidence from four experiments showing that this information predicts human reaction times and accuracy for class membership decisions.